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Purchase Your Park Pass!
Whether driving, walking, bicycling, or riding the Island
Explorer through the park, we all must pay the entrance fee.
Eighty percent of all fees paid in Acadia stay in Acadia, to be
used for projects that directly benefit park visitors and resources.
Open Seasonally:
Bar Harbor Village Green
Blackwoods, Seawall, and Schoodic Woods campgrounds
Hulls Cove Visitor Center
Jordan Pond and Cadillac Mountain Gift Shops
Sand Beach Entrance Station
Thompson Island Information Center
Open Year-Round:
Bar Harbor Chamber of Commerce/Acadia Information Center
Corner of Main and Cottage Streets, Bar Harbor 207-288-5103

Park passes are now available online. Visit

www.yourpassnow.com

Annual park passes are also available at certain
Acadia-area town offices and local businesses;
contact the park at 207-288-3338 to find
additional pass sales locations.

President’s Message

Helping Acadia Prepare for Change

Friends of Acadia Journal

favorable for them. Students from the
University of Maine and College of the
Atlantic are helping to monitor Acadia’s
lakes and streams, and citizen scientists
everywhere are contributing observations
of how wildlife behavior and migrations
are being affected.
These examples illustrate that our
responses to a changing climate will vary.
In some instances, we will resist change—
as with our work to remove invasive plants.
In other situations, we will look to adapt—
as with efforts to install larger culverts in
the face of increased intensity of rainfall
events. In still others, we will anticipate
and get a head start on change—as with
the test plots to evaluate certain species
to determine the best possible successor
plants as others are no longer able to thrive
Acadia and other national parks also here in a warmer, wetter climate.
In addition to this work by institutions,
have an important role to play in communicating climate change to the visiting it takes many individual actions to make a
public and bringing an issue that can feel collective difference in addressing climate
overwhelmingly broad down to a place- change. By focusing on individual choices,
based scale that is meaningful to the mil- as well as supporting broader policy
initiatives and projects, we can help Acadia
lions of visitors each year.
With science leading the way, a growing and other natural areas adapt and prepare
community of partners here at Acadia is for changing environmental conditions.
When I was recently asked to be part
collaborating on approaches that strive
to do just that and make Acadia’s natural of a panel speaking about conservation
values as healthy and resilient as possible issues to a local fifth-grade class, climate
change was clearly the topic weighing
in the face of unprecedented change.
For example, Maine Coast Heritage most heavily on these young students’
Trust is seeking to conserve lands that minds. They were both proud of, and
will allow salt marsh eco-systems vital to worried about, the national park in their
Acadia to migrate in the future as sea level back yard; their awareness of what was
rises. Schoodic Institute is experimenting at stake and their determination to be
with test plots of native plant species involved in solutions was heartening.
that would fare well on the inhospitable Theirs are among the voices that will shape
summits of Acadia’s mountains as the future of this organization and this
conditions there change. Municipal public park during its second century, as climate
works departments are replacing culverts change has become one of Acadia’s biggest
to anticipate increased rain events and challenges that we must all tackle together.
stream flow and to better accommodate
fish and amphibian passage.
—David MacDonald
FOA is funding work to remove
invasive plant species that are seeking a
toehold here as conditions become more
FOA/ASHLEY CONTI

W

hen a small group of committed
volunteers joined forces to form
Friends of Acadia in 1986, they
showed tremendous foresight regarding the
challenges that Acadia National Park would
face in the ensuing years. Documents from
those earliest days show an emphasis
on understanding the pressures created
by growing visitation, the perils of an
increasing backlog of deferred maintenance
on trails and carriage roads, and how to
better engage community members and
youth in the park. Today, these very issues
remain among the most important priorities
for FOA’s work in helping our park thrive in
its second century.
One challenge that our founders could
not have fully anticipated, however, is
how a changing climate would bring new
stresses and threats to Acadia. Still, today,
we are struggling to understand what the
future might hold. But the ability of a beloved place like Acadia to inspire research,
creativity, discussion, and commitment in
the face of challenges like these means that
FOA and partners can provide leadership
even as we navigate uncharted waters.
How will Acadia fare as the climate
changes? No one can say for sure. But
what we are experiencing already is an
Acadia that is warmer and wetter, with
bigger storms, higher and more acidic
seas, longer growing (and visitation)
seasons, and changing species. These
changes affect every aspect of the park,
from natural and cultural resources
to the visitor experience, from park
infrastructure and staffing to public safety.
How can Acadia and its partners
respond? First, we are doing our best to
understand this new paradigm and to
support a park management strategy that
must be dynamic and adaptive. Even as
we often wish that a favorite place like
Acadia will always remain exactly as we
have known it, we recognize that it will be
impossible to prevent or resist some of the
changes that are coming.
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Students from Deer Isle -Stonington Elementary School explore the outdoors on a nature trail built with the help of Friends of Acadia. The trail connects to the
school’s outdoor classroom, also supported by FOA.

Outdoor Classroom Excitement Grows
By Paige Steele

Outdoor Classrooms
Make A Difference
The following is an excerpt from a
note received in September:
“The first month of school is exciting… and
this year it’s even more exciting because of
the generous grant from Friends of Acadia!
We are so incredibly grateful. We seriously
cannot thank this program enough. You’ve
made an extraordinary difference in the
academic, social, and emotional development
of students at Oceanside High School,
especially students in the special education
department. We’ll look forward to sharing
the developments with you!
With gratitude, Jessica.”
Friends of Acadia Journal

and invasive plants. Oceanside High students
in Rockland will also have a new outdoor
classroom surrounded by a butterfly garden,
serving multiple academic and social purposes.
After years in the making, Deer IsleStonington Elementary (DISES) completed a
1,000-foot bogwalk connecting the campus to
their existing outdoor classroom that is already
well used. On Oct. 18, the school officially
opened the DISES Nature Trail. Students
proudly marched in a celebratory parade
through a beautiful red maple swamp filled
with giant skunk cabbages, cinnamon ferns,
A park ranger works with students as part of FOA’s sundew plants, and yellow birches.
Collaboratory Workshop with the Mount Desert
In addition to outdoor classrooms being
Island School System.
created or expanded on campuses across Maine,
It’s an outdoor educational space that brings Friends of Acadia is piloting a more in-depth
learning to life by encouraging students to take stewardship model with the Mount Desert
their studies outside, where intriguing lessons Island Regional School System. Grant funds
can be presented in all seasons.
are used to support a teacher collaboratory
Components of an outdoor classroom comprising teachers, administrators, Acadia’s
can include trails, study and creative spaces, education staff, community partners, and
gardens, greenhouses, and fitness elements. the Acadia Teacher Fellows. Early on, the
Schools awarded an outdoor classroom grant collaboratory decided to focus on the special
commit to training staff to teach in the out of surroundings of each school as a theme for
doors. Students are expected to learn outdoors their outdoor classrooms: Trenton–forest, Bar
10 percent of school days, and educators will Harbor–ocean, Northeast Harbor–islands,
link three lessons per year to Acadia. Schools Southwest Harbor–migration, and Tremont–
are also awarded transportation funds for marsh, and to teach their students how to
a field trip to Acadia, or they may bring an steward these communities. These stewardship
Acadia education ranger to campus.
zones have informed the design of the new
2019 was the grant program’s most active learning spaces on the Trenton and Tremont
year so far. The goal of awarding three grants campuses, along with lessons to be taught
in 2019 was met by mid-summer with outside on phenology, bird migration, weather,
applications steadily arriving. The schools are and mapping throughout the school system.
designing spaces to best suit their learning
The team achieves this work by meeting
needs. Tremont Consolidated School students in small groups and participating in fullwill have a brand-new outdoor learning space day workshops as a whole group, such as
to study plant phenology, comparing native
continued on page 26
FOA/PAIGE STEELE

F

our years ago, education staff at Acadia
National Park began thinking of ways
to connect every Maine student to their
national park. Knowing the constraints of time,
distance, and shifting budgets would prevent
some classes from visiting the park in person,
they began to brainstorm solutions. An idea
emerged to cultivate an outdoor classroom
program, connecting students to Acadia on
their school campus, while also instilling
stewardship values of their shared lands and
waters. Whether in Acadia or their hometown,
youth can learn how to be the caretakers of
their environment.
This concept fit perfectly into Friends of
Acadia’s vision to increase youth engagement
with Acadia National Park, and we began
providing outdoor classroom grants in 2015
to early learning centers and schools in Maine.
What is an outdoor classroom, you may ask?
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Where in Acadia?
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A Magazine about Acadia National Park
and Surrounding Communities
Friends of Acadia preserves, protects, and
promotes stewardship of the outstanding
natural beauty, ecological vitality,
and distinctive cultural resources of
Acadia National Park and surrounding
communities for the inspiration
and enjoyment of current and
future generations.
Where in Acadia? In this quintessential glacial mountain notch can be found the highest

four-way, non-summit trail intersection in Acadia National Park. Paths radiate out in all the
cardinal directions. For students of history, “Dry” and “Green” were names associated with
this area in olden times.
If you think you can identify this scene email us at editor@friendsofacadia.org and feel free to include a personal story or memory with your answer. We’ll print our favorite responses in the next
issue of the Friends of Acadia Journal, and we’ll send a Friends of Acadia cap to those selected.
Summer 2019 Where in Acadia?
View of Kief (not chief) Pond, from the Beehive trail. We’ve got plenty to be thankful for
on this island, but a hike with your brother
on Thanksgiving morning is sweeter than
honey. —Sean Dwyer, Bar Harbor
The picture is from Beehive looking toward
Gorham. We’ve climbed this trail—the first
time with our four-year old and then with family and friends many times—every time someone visits; at least once a year if not more. A memorable time was when we caught up to
a couple celebrating their first wedding anniversary. The woman was stopped on the trail
midway where the ladders begin, unable to go up or down due to her fear of heights. When
we reassured her, she was nearly at the top, and that there was an alternate trail heading back
down, she was able to make it the rest of the way to the top to finish. —Bonnie Tai, Bar Harbor
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http://friendsofacadia.org/news-publications/
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The photo is from the Beehive Trail and the pond is Kief Pond with Gorham Mountain ridge in
background. I first hiked Beehive in 1987 with my son and a friend who were both 8. I realized
about halfway up I had made a mistake in thinking the trail was suitable for children but realized there was no turning around. The boys loved it and we all survived to tell the tale. After
that, when I hiked Beehive, I hiked it alone, most recently at age 71 in the summer of 2018.
The views are utterly stupendous, especially the brilliant blues and greens of the water at Sand
Beach. —Megan Hack, Gordonsville, Virginia
This is a view southwest from The Beehive Ladder Trail. I last hiked it about four years ago with
my cousin Sandy Andrews. I was 75 at the time and was very conscious of declining balance
ability. I roundly cursed him for taking me (he was 64), but I loved it and it made for great
stories over a beer or two. —Eliot Scull, Wenatchee, Washington
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Snowfall softens the view from the boat launch area
at Eagle Lake in Acadia National Park.
Photo by Julia Walker Thomas.

This Journal is printed on paper made with 100%
recycled fiber and 60% post-consumer waste, processed
chlorine free, and manufactured in the USA with 100%
Green-e certified renewable energy.
Printed with soy-based ink.
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Reflections on a Great Year
By Lisa Horsch Clark

A

fter the hustle and bustle of the
summer season ends, I have a
chance to catch up with the friends
and members I may have missed visiting
with during the summer. I also have the
time to reflect on and evaluate the many
projects and events we managed during
the year.
One significant project launched in early
spring was the FOA Friend and Member
survey that we conduct every 10 years. As
I read through the survey responses and
comments, I discovered the great majority
of respondents are satisfied with their
relationship with FOA and feel as though
their investment, whether it be membership
dues, charitable gifts, or volunteer time, is
used effectively.
Most respondents are familiar with FOA’s
work with the Island Explorer, the Wild
Gardens of Acadia, and the Acadia Winter
Trails Association. But fewer are familiar
with our important programs and events
for young people. With nearly a dozen
different programs for youth spanning in
ages from four to twenty-four, much good
work is being done to help engage the next
generation of park stewards. To learn about
these programs, please visit our website at
www.friendsofacadia.org
On the communications front, more
than 90 percent of respondents are pleased
with the Friends of Acadia Journal, but
they also enjoy the monthly e-news and
visit our website. Respondents want more
feature stories and photos of the park on
our website. We will work with the FOA
Acadia Digital Media Team next year to
develop more of this content.
Our volunteers were most pleased with the
camaraderie and sense of accomplishment
with their work. We are fortunate to have
thousands of dedicated volunteers working
to help preserve and protect the park. The
value of last year’s volunteer labor exceeded
$250,000, making FOA and park dollars
go much farther. Respondents said that
they would like more year-round volunteer
opportunities.
Friends of Acadia Journal

More than half of respondents had heard
of our key events including Earth Day
Roadside Cleanup, Take Pride in Acadia
Day, the Annual Friends of Acadia Benefit,

With nearly a dozen different
programs for youth spanning
in ages from four to twentyfour, much good work is being
done to help engage the next
generation of park stewards.
and our Annual Meeting. Far fewer
respondents had heard of the George B.
Dorr Society event.
This year’s George B. Dorr event marked
its 15th anniversary. It focused on the
history of trail building in Acadia and
featured long-time Acadia Trail Foreman
Gary Stellpflug. Gary is always generous
with his time and is one of the best story
tellers I know. Our day with him in late July
at the Asticou Inn included more than 70
guests. After a delicious lunch, some hiked
with Gary on the Jordan Pond Asticou Trail
to hear about bridge building, boundaries,
and the history of the trail system.
The George B. Dorr Society event is a
small way to thank those who have left a
bequest or other planned gift to Friends
of Acadia in their estate plans. The society
honors George Bucknam Dorr, gentleman,
scholar, and lover of nature, whose
dedication to preserving Mount Desert
Island helped create Acadia National Park.
Another related and unique event
was held on August 5 at the Kedge, the
lovely Bar Harbor home of Susan and
Steven Raab. On a former site, the home
served as the clubhouse for the Mount
Desert Reading Room. In its halls walked
Dorr, President Benjamin Harrison, J. P.
Morgan, John Jacob Astor IV, Cornelius
Vanderbilt, Joseph Pulitzer, and other
luminaries. The occasion marked the 75th
anniversary of Mr. Dorr’s death. We were

treated to a visit by Mr. Dorr, featuring
thoughts and reflections on modern-day
park conditions. The reading was brought
to us by some technological wizardry on
the part of FOA Communications Director
Earl Brechlin. It was a new and fun way to
celebrate the words and work of the Father
of Acadia.
As winter approaches, we will continue
program evaluations and summaries to
share with FOA members, park staff, and
the leadership at Friends of Acadia. This
work will serve as the foundation for our
programs next summer, all in our quest to
reach and inspire current and new friends
who want to help us preserve and protect
Acadia. �
LISA HORSCH CLARK is Friends of
Acadia’s director of development.

Society membership
According to the recent Friend and
Member survey, 88 families have
included Friends of Acadia in their
estate plans. If you have made future
provisions for FOA, we want to know
so we can thank you in advance for all
that will be accomplished with your
gift and to include you on our roster
of George B. Dorr Society members.
Please contact Lisa Horsch Clark,
director of development, at 207-2883340 or lisahorsch@friendsofacadia.
org to let us know or to learn more
about leaving a bequest or future gift
to FOA.
Winter 2019
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Hawk Watch Marks Quarter Century
By Seth Benz

FOA/ASHLEY CONTI

H

A Peregrine in flight.

yards west of the summit parking lot along
Cadillac’s North Ridge Trail.
The effort is a collaborative operation
between park interpreters, a Friends of
Acadia-sponsored raptor intern, and
Schoodic Institute’s Bird Ecology Programs
which recruits and trains volunteer citizenscientists and then collates data. Daily
counts take place from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. from
mid-August through mid-October. Anyone
can drop in at any time.
In Spring, when the hawks migrate
northward, they tend to disperse across
the continent by using different flyways
than those taken in the fall. At Cadillac, for
instance, we have detected no concentrated

flyway. Hence, no Spring count is conducted.
Observers use 8 or 10X binoculars to
spot and identify hawks. Observations are
recorded by the hour on a standardized
data sheet and reports are sent to a
national repository. Visitors are welcome
and encouraged to participate by helping
to spot migrants. They also can learn
from the expertise and camaraderie of
more experienced hawk watchers and the
educational messaging imparted by the
rangers.
Observers use the names of landscape
features to point out where each hawk
appears. “There’s a bird half a glass over Bald
Porcupine moving toward Bar Island, going
fast,” says one. “I can see pointed wings,
looks like a falcon,” reports another. “Yes, I
got it. It’s a Peregrine!” exalts a ranger.
Each hawk inspires passionate descriptors
like that, called out to seize onlookers’
attention on the subject bird of the moment.
Each hawk is identified by looking at
shape, size, flight style, and field marks.
Making a positive identification sounds easy
until someone actually tries it.
In addition to quickly locating the hawk,

FOA/JULIA WALKER THOMAS
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awk watching in Acadia National
Park formally came of age a quarter
of a century ago.
Cadillac Mountain’s geographical position, located north of latitude N44 in the
northeast corner of the U.S., is considered
the headwaters of a great southbound aerial
river of migrating raptors. The birds come
out of eastern Canada as well as Washington
and Hancock counties here in Maine.
They will eventually join up with other
geographical tributaries of hawks. Numbers
swell into the tens of thousands as the
airborne flow of raptors passes through both
Pennsylvania’s Hawk Mountain Sanctuary
and Cape May, New Jersey.
Four weeks after passing Cadillac
Mountain, the hawks reach Corpus Christi,
Texas where tallies reach 100,000 or more.
One week after that, numbers at Veracruz,
Mexico can be in the millions!
Hawk Watch on Cadillac is a special,
stationary form of bird watching — a point
count designed to monitor the autumn’s
seasonal passage of migratory birds of prey.
The actual spot is a small exposed outcrop
of granite located just a couple hundred

Volunteers watch for migrating raptors from a vantage along the North Ridge Trail on Cadillac Mountain in Acadia National Park.
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spread among the other 11 species.
Over time, population trends emerge.
Watchers have documented a resurgence
of the American Bald Eagle, once depleted
by DDT. Statistics support evidence of a
northward range expansion by Turkey
Vultures.
And, despite the statistical likelihood
of spotting a Sharp-shinned Hawk or
American Kestrel, data suggest both species
are in decline —likely due to a depletion of
the songbirds and insects they respectively
feed upon. Additionally, researchers are
investigating potential shifts in timing of
migration by different species.
In a very direct way, the initial proposal
to establish a hawk watch site in Acadia
National Park drew inspiration from Hawk
Mountain Sanctuary in Pennsylvania. It was
the very first hawk watch site in the world,
established in 1934. The Cadillac Mountain

program is fashioned with a pedigree that
exemplifies dedicated volunteerism, scientific inquiry, and conservation education.
We hope to continue to deliver the enjoyment, edification, and visitor engagement in
the phenomenon of hawk migration long
into the future.
On a morning this past October, a
northwest wind and the sound and sight of
familiar friends already arrived heightens the
anticipation. Everyone wears layers of warm
clothing, watch caps and gloves. Binoculars
are up and scanning. �
SETH BENZ of Belfast heads up the
Schoodic Institute Bird Ecology Program,
where he combines research, education, and
citizen science to study bird migration and
the sequencing of nature’s events.

FOA/JULIA WALKER THOMAS

observers must factor in wind conditions,
cloud cover (which impacts lighting),
distance, and angle of proper focus to see
plumage detail, if any. Lastly, the gestalt of
the bird—how it carries itself, coupled with
its flight behavior—must be considered.
Even with careful scrutiny, not all can be
identified. All, however, are counted. Some
simply are listed as “unidentified raptor.”
Fourteen species have been spotted. Each
is triggered to migrate separately as days
shorten, temperatures cool, and winds blow
from the north. Since Cadillac’s inaugural
Hawk Watch day on August 28, 1995
through October 9, 2019, a grand total of
71,681 hawks have been tallied. A typical
hour of observation produces 12 sightings.
Three species predominate: Sharpshinned Hawk (36 percent), Broad-winged
Hawk (23 percent), and American Kestrel
(21 percent). The remaining 20 percent is

FOA/ASHLEY CONTI

“There’s a bird half a glass over Bald Porcupine
moving toward Bar Island, going fast,” says
one. “I can see pointed wings, looks like a
falcon,” reports another.

While on an autumn Hawk Watch atop Cadillac Mountain, a volunteer scans the sky to the north and east to try to identify passing raptors on their
annual migration south.
Friends of Acadia Journal
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Recreation Technician:
Working to Study How You Play
By Becca Stanley
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that ascend the three-mile road as well.
These volume counts are used to help
develop best management practices for park
resources, traffic management protocols,
and strategies to cope with increased visitor
use while attempting to maintain a positive
visitor experience.
The role of the Recreation Technician has
become even more vital as Acadia considers
implementation of the Transportation
Management Plan.
Because of the major changes proposed
in this plan, there is a great need for
baseline data and quality research.
As the Friends of Acadia Rec Tech, I
will be working together with the park’s
social scientist, Dr. Adam Gibson. We will
continue to study parking lot turnover
rates, monitor the growth and frequency of
Class 1 e-bike usage, and identify areas that
remain vulnerable to congestion including
bottlenecks beyond the implementation of
the Transportation Management Plan that
frustrate the average visitor.
Certainly, one of the more problematic
areas historically has been on Cadillac.
While assigned to the summit throughout
the season, the Rec Tech has historically
provided data which has helped managers
understand how the rush to see the sunrise
on Cadillac has influenced overall visitor
use. At sunrise, hundreds of vehicles cram
into an area with only 157 parking spaces.
Tardy visitors trying to make the sunrise
tend to drive rapidly on the summit road
despite the posted speed limits. Around 40
minutes after the sunrise there’s a surge of
traffic of a different type. A steady stream
of bicyclists climb the 1,530 feet to the
summit over the next several hours. These
cyclists understand that the lower density
of vehicles results in a higher quality
recreational experience.
In addition to collecting and analyzing
data during the summer months, our work
also includes studying how visitors are
making use of Acadia during the winter.
The winter recreation use study will look
at several sites along the groomed carriage

road corridors to best understand user
groups, volume counts, and trends. In
2018, the first year of the winter use
study, there was a large influx of visits to
the Parkman Mountain Carriage Road
and Brown Mountain Carriage Road
entrances. These surges were in line with
the presence of snowy owls seen atop
Sargent and Cadillac Mountain as they
migrate. Findings from this study will
assist park management to make decisions
about wildlife safety communication with
local and out-of-state visitors as well as to
understand the impact of off-leash canines.
Over the years, Acadia National Park has
been a leader in addressing management of
outdoor recreation. The park’s significant
cultural, natural, and recreational
resources help set it apart as a leader
within the national park system. Work
done by the Rec Tech program now will
gather critical baseline data that can help
inform management strategies to improve
access to Acadia’s wonders and create
opportunities for visitors to enjoy the park
in many new ways. �
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ver just the last few seasons the
rising tide of Acadia National
Park visitation has surged. Acadia
logged 2.5 million visits is 2010, 2.8
million in 2015 and 3.5 million in 2018.
This increase has contributed to the park’s
reputation as one of the most intensely
visited preserves in the country.
While protecting the park from more
visitors can be a challenge, park managers
consider each visit as an investment in our
public lands and a vote for the importance
of the internationally renowned landscape
of Maine’s rocky coastline.
In order to better understand visitation
patterns, many dedicated volunteers,
rangers, and affiliated groups are working
to gather important data.
Friends of Acadia’s contribution involves
funding a nearly full-time Recreation
Technician (Rec Tech).
As FOA’s Rec Tech, I spend much of my
time outdoors helping to collect data to
generate statistics about what is going on
behind the scenes.
On a recent morning afield, a mosslined stream that burbles under the road
to Echo Lake Beach is my destination.
Beech and aspen trees abound, making
the quintessential forest scene that is my
outside office this morning. Most visitors
using the road are eager to get to the beach
on one of Acadia’s beautiful inland lakes;
few notice the black rubber traffic counter
stretching across the pavement.
“Thump-thump” go the tires as the
weight of vehicles compress the tubing,
activating the nearby hidden counter with
puffs of air.
I’m there to access the counter’s data,
like information contained in many others
around the park, which I download onto
a thumb drive. Back at park headquarters,
software known as TRAXPRO will generate
monthly statistics and reports for similar
counters at Sieur de Monts Spring, Otter
Cliffs, and the Cadillac Summit Road.
The equipment atop the park’s highest
mountain counts not just cars, but bicycles

Friends of Acadia Recreation Technician Becca
Stanley installs a sign urging visitors to not
damage vegetation near Jordan Pond House.
Friends of Acadia Journal

Superintendent’s View

Rising to Meet the Challenges of 2020
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significantly improved workspaces. These
ith the trees bare, and December’s
areas are the backbone of our operations
first snows upon us, I start to
and include the trails shop, our carpentry
think about the transition to a
shop, office space for our team, and more. A
New Year at Acadia. The New Year is a time
major success in 2019 was that we received
for reflection, a time to think about past
construction funding to redesign these areas,
accomplishments and to set goals for the
and this effort will be a major emphasis for
New Year.
our staff in 2020.
2019 began with difficulty, as Acadia
We are also focusing on developing our
National Park ushered in the New Year
workforce and providing them with learning
during the longest government shutdown
opportunities that will better prepare
in our nation’s history. There is no doubt
them to meet tomorrow’s challenges. This
that this was a tough time for our staff,
fall we launched the Acadia Leadership
our visitors, and our communities. But it
Academy, providing a six-month leadership
clearly showed the important role Friends
development course through the upcoming
of Acadia and our communities play in
winter season for 15 park employees. These
supporting the park.
employees will meet on a monthly basis and
This year was yet another busy year at
participate in instructor-led training, such as
Acadia National Park. Although summer
crucial conversations, public speaking, and
visitation was slightly reduced in comparison parking at Hulls Cove.
with the previous season (and the year will
Hulls Cove plays a critical role in mindful leadership. The academy provides
certainly end as the second busiest in park implementing the transportation plan, and a forum where park employees from all
history), we saw on July 5 the busiest single conceptual designs will allow us to examine aspects of our operations can discuss with
day in the park’s history. On October 13, how we can redevelop the area’s entire their colleagues the challenges they face,
a beautiful fall day, 2,600 cars drove up footprint. We will provide visitors with creating a peer-based group to support and
Cadillac Mountain—including 524 in a one- expanded parking to leave their cars behind learn from one another.
And last, but not least, we will continue
hour time span!
and ride the Island Explorer. The visitor
Thankfully, we completed our Transporta- center—used by 71 percent of our visitors— to focus on understanding how a changing
tion Plan in May, providing a blueprint for could become one of the signature locations climate will affect Acadia’s delicate ecosystem.
managing congestion into the future. While in Acadia, providing a place to learn about Thanks to initiatives like FOA’s Wild Acadia
the plan is completed, implementation of it Acadia’s unique ecology and its human and Second Century Campaign, we will
will take some time and will be a significant history from the Wabanki to the Rusticators, learn more about climate change and build
priority for us in the coming years.
to the local stone masons that built the resiliency to adapt in the face of profound
The park’s priorities will remain unchanged. carriage roads. Conceptual designs will also ecosystem change.
No doubt 2020 will be a busy one for our
We will be working to preserve the Acadia allow us to consider moving the access to
experience and implement the transportation the carriage roads to a better location within team. But I am confident that with partners
plan. This includes implementation of the the Hulls Cove footprint and eliminate the like Friends of Acadia we can rise to meet
timed entry reservation system for private steep hill that has contributed to several these challenges.
On behalf of all of us at Acadia National
autos. This is a complicated effort, and we accidents and is a barrier for many visitors.
want to make sure we get it right, so we are They could allow us to consider building Park, best wishes to you and yours for a
proceeding thoughtfully and carefully.
an accessible interpretive boardwalk trail bright New Year, filled with time in Acadia!
We expect to release in 2020 a prospectus on the site, complementing the indoor
for concession-operated bus tours in Acadia. museum exhibits.
This is a major part of the transportation plan
Nurturing and sustaining the NPS
and will allow us to transition to smaller- workforce will remain a major priority for
—Kevin Schneider
sized touring buses on the Park Loop Road, us in 2020. One of the biggest expressions
eliminating large motor coaches that cannot of this will be redesigning our maintenance
safely navigate Acadia’s narrow roadways.
and headquarters campus at McFarland Hill
In 2020 we also expect to begin conceptual to ultimately provide our employees with
design for a new visitor center and expanded
Friends of Acadia Journal
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Acadia Insider

Compendium Contains Full List Of Acadia Rules
By Earl Brechlin

W

mushrooms, fiddleheads, and cones from
conifers such as pine, spruce and fir trees,
however, is illegal.
All dogs must be on a leash no longer than
six feet in length, and owners are required to
clean up after their pets, regardless of location.
Drone use requires a special permit as does
any commercial photography. And use of any
submarines in waters under park jurisdiction
requires special permission.
Closures to protect wildlife, such as nesting
loons and peregrine falcons, are also spelled
out in the compendium.
Except in emergency situations, there is a
public notice requirement. That is most often
satisfied by the park issuing a press release,
Supt. Schneider added.
If a new rule is apt to be controversial,
or a major departure from past practice, a
more formal procedure must be followed.
“Things of a more substantive nature have to
go through a rule-making process,” he says.
“Actually, we don’t change the rules all that
frequently.”
Earlier this fall, Interior Department higherups dictated that electric motorized bicycles
were no longer classified as motor vehicles.
They gave individual superintendents 30 days
to draft rules allowing them wherever regular
bicycles are permitted. Acadia’s Compendium

FOA/JULIA WALKER THOMAS

hile signs and other indirect
methods of behavior modification help visitors comply with
the rules throughout Acadia National Park, a
comprehensive list of what folks can and cannot do is contained in the official Superintendent’s Compendium.
Residing on the park’s website, the 50
pages of rules and regulations, along with
supporting statements, are a sort of a Park
Service Pinterest page of detailed dos and
don’ts. While broad federal statutes govern
major violations of law, superintendents
throughout the National Park System need
flexibility to formulate and adopt individual
regulations in a timely, realistic, and
responsive fashion.
“The Superintendent’s Compendium allows
for the creation of rules specifically for local
conditions,” Acadia Superintendent Kevin
Schneider explains.
Along with road closure timing, fee
schedules for entrance and camping,
prohibitions on hunting and use of some
motorboats, Acadia’s compendium covers
some other, less routine topics. For instance,
visitors can pick up to half a gallon of
blueberries per day each for personal
consumption. And, as many as ten gallons
of apples per person can be taken. Removing

Acadia National Park Law Enforcement Ranger Tim Rand uses a snowmobile to patrol on the windswept
Cadillac Mountain Summit Road.
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was amended to implement that directive. It
allows Class I (pedal assist) e-bikes only.
In general, park officials do an annual
review and update the list each spring.
According to Schneider, park officials
are reticent to rely on writing tickets for
infractions, preferring to use a blend of signs,
individual visitor contacts, traffic control
devices and techniques, and other methods
to encourage voluntary compliance.
Because of natural institutional pressure
to erect more and more signs, Acadia has a
special committee that must review every
request and placement. Too many signs,
according to Schneider, can erode the visitor
experience and can be distracting to drivers.
“Signing is only minimally effective,” explains
Schneider. “It’s important when we do, to
use positive messages such as ‘Please stay on
trail,’” compared to ‘“Don’t leave the trail.’”
When considering amendments to the
compendium, park officials also must remain
mindful that sometimes adopting a closure
or new rule can backfire when it draws
unwanted attention to sensitive areas.
“We want to be careful not to reveal the
location of archeological sites or bird nests
or bears’ dens—things of that nature,”
Schneider explains.
In Acadia, a good example is a spot where
fragile tide pool dwellers there can literally
be trampled to death. But adopting a formal
closure might also increase the visibility of
the location.
In the end, park officials decades ago
decided to simply remove mention of it from
maps as a way of reducing visitation.
According to Schneider, most decisions
involving the compendium generate a broad
philosophical discussion and ultimately,
need to include a good dose of common
sense. Balancing the need to protect the park
with making sure visitors have an enjoyable
experience, is sometimes difficult to do,
Schneider explains. “Personally, I don’t like
closing stuff unless we really have to.” �
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Acadia National Park visitors consult large map displays that are part of the revamped visitor center in Hulls Cove that reopened in June.

Visitor Center Redo Seeks to Bridge Gap
By Earl Brechlin

A

cadia National Park’s revamped Hulls
Cove Visitor Center opened its doors
in late June and so far, both the staff
and the public are giving it high marks.
Constructed more than 50 years ago, as
both visitor center and headquarters, the
building’s space and design limitations have
become increasingly difficult to deal with
over the years. Much as the surrounding
forest, recovering from the Great Fire of
1947, has grown and obscured the oncepanoramic view of Frenchman Bay from
the center’s lobby, Acadia’s popularity has
overtopped the facility as well.
“For visitation of 3.5 million it is neither
the right size nor configuration,” says
Assistant Superintendent Michael Madell.
To begin with, he explains, the center
was built on the side of a hill. The main
access path includes 52 steps from the
primary parking lot. That forces those with
disabilities to use a rear door to be able to
access the building’s elevator. Parking is
extremely limited near that entrance.
Design and planning for the renovations
began more than two years ago. Work
started right after the center closed last
fall. The lead architectural firm for the
project was VHB of South Portland, which
worked with Fraser Associates Architects of
Friends of Acadia Journal

Bar Harbor. King Construction Services of
Ellsworth was the general contractor.
The
partial
federal
government
shutdown last January and weather
challenges contributed to a delay in the
planned May reopening.
Work involved the gutting of the entire
main floor including a small theater area.
That is now the Eastern National gift shop.
Restrooms were expanded and access to
them created from the outside to allow
their use by visitors when the main lobby
isn’t open.
In the previous configuration, visitors
were required to form a single line to get
park information or purchase a park pass.
Often the line curled around the lobby, out
the front door and across the draw bridgelike entrance porch.
The new layout separates the two
processes resulting in shorter waits,
especially for return visitors just looking to
get a pass. “It seems to be working better,”
Madell says. “During peak times, the lines
may still get long.”
Other changes include filling stations for
visitors’ reusable water bottles, brochure
racks, and interpretive displays. Additional
insulation was installed and sounddeadening materials added. “The sound

used to just echo all over the place in there,”
Madell explains.
Gone is the large, 3-D model of Mount
Desert Island that once occupied the middle
of the center’s lobby. “It’s been in storage
for around four years now. No decision has
been made whether or not to possibly reuse
it in the future,” Madell adds.
Although the renovations are an
improvement, the center still suffers
from a major lack of space for exhibits or
interactive displays. Officials are exploring
the possibility of building an entirely new,
ground-level visitor center on the site.
That, however, could take several years to
materialize, Madell notes.
As part of the park’s transportation
plan (see related story on page 14), other
major changes also are contemplated
for the visitor center area, including the
construction of hundreds of additional
parking spaces and expanded space for
Island Explorer bus operations.
The recent renovations, while definitely
an upgrade, are not intended to be a final
solution, Madell explains. Rather, they are
aimed at “bridging the gap between the old
facility and when a new one can be built.”
He adds, “It isn’t everything we need there,
but something had to be done.” �
Winter 2019
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Acadia’s Coat of Many Colors
Photographs by Ashley L. Conti

I

n a place where autumn’s splendor impresses with every turn of the head, the east
face of Champlain Mountain in Acadia National Park seen from a marsh along the
Schooner Head Road (bottom) is one of the island’s quintessential scenes. But along
with sweeping vistas, Acadia provides more intimate glimpses of nature’s coat of many fall
colors, including along the Hemlock Path near Sieur de Monts Spring (upper right) and
near the Jesup Trail (upper left).
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To see photo galleries and order reprints of scenic and event photos taken by Friends of Acadia’s Digital Media Team, please visit
www.friendsofacadia.SmugMug.com.
Friends of Acadia Journal
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By Earl Brechlin

A

fter more than two years of hard be lifted and put into Acadia,” he adds.
Eventually the park will issue formal
work, a formal transportation plan
aimed at easing congestion, traffic, requests for proposals for the actual
and environmental damage from growing reservation system.
Acadia will issue a prospectus in 2020
visitation was finally adopted for Acadia
National Park last May. It features major for several concession operators to handle
changes in parking areas, mandates that all buses within the park. Plans call for a
concession operators use smaller buses, reduction in the current maximum bus
expands the Island Explorer shuttle length of 50 feet, down to 38 feet.
Operators using 15-passenger vans
bus system, and allows visitors to have
reservations to visit the busiest areas of the and smaller vehicles will continue to be
park such as Ocean Drive, Jordan Pond, managed via the commercial operator’s
and the summit of Cadillac Mountain permit system.
Another ongoing initiative involves
during peak times. It took two years
of talking with numerous stakeholders, planning for better data connectivity in the
working with planners, and holding public park to allow the necessary “smart” systems
hearings to get to the point where a final used by equipment and mobile devices to
be more reliable.
decision could be made.
In order for the plan to work, major
Now comes the hard part.
According to John Kelly, management changes in infrastructure also will be needed.
“The first big piece is the Hulls Cove
assistant at the park, officials are currently
working on a broad number of initiatives Visitor Center,” Kelly explains. The parking
to bring that plan to fruition. “People ask area there will need to be enlarged. Right
what has to happen first; well, everything lane parking along Ocean Drive could then
be prohibited. The park is also exploring the
has to happen first,” Kelly says.
Last year, the U.S. Department of possibility of a new Visitors Center as well.
Transportation’s Volpe Center completed (See related story on page 11).
Likewise, the Gateway Center in Trenton
a year-long study of the Island Explorer
System that will help inform the process. will need to be completed. “The state has
Once reservations are required for the really engaged us to build out the last
busiest areas, the demand to use buses to phase,” Kelly says. He continued that a
finalized design for more parking and a
access those areas is projected to jump.
Down East Transportation, operators visitor center is almost ready to go.
“The challenge now is funding,” he
of the Explorer, have engaged Bar Harbor
transportation consultant Tom Crikelair, continues. The total estimated cost is $18who designed the original system, through a $20 million. The Park Service has some
FOA-funded study to determine what form in reserve, there is the possibility of $5
million in bond funds from Maine, and
that expansion might take.
“There are already plans to expand the other sources are being explored.
After the Eagle Lake carriage roads are
fleet of buses by five,” explains Kelly.
Officials hope revenue from the rehabbed next year, an equipment and
reservation system will underwrite some materials staging area at Liscomb Pit will
capital expenses and pay for the expansion be rebuilt as a parking lot for as many as
125 cars. Eventually a new lot would need
of the Explorer.
Earlier this year, park officials put out to be sited and built near Acadia Mountain
a “request for information,” and met with on Route 102. Roadside parking would be
banned in both those areas.
potential vendors of reservation systems.
“It’s a learning tool for us,” says Kelly. “So
continued on page 30
far we haven’t seen anything that can just
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Transportation Plan Inches Ahead
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Acadia Is Ideal Winter Classroom
By Lynn Fantom

W

combines forests, wetlands, and freshwater
lakes and streams. And because the state
stocks ponds in the area with trout, you
might see signs of river otters—if not the
actual animals themselves.
To look for mink activity, he says, follow
the Hadlock Brook Trail up to Sargent
Mountain. The deep spruce-fir forest is the
habitat of porcupines and small perching
birds. At the summit, search the skies and
wind-blown drifts for snowy owls while you
think about how the elevation—more wind,
less snow—represents a more challenging
climate for many hardy organisms.
In art and in science, some of the greatest
wonders cannot be heard or seen … just
imagined. And one of the greatest aspects
of winter is that it allows those who ponder
its challenges to imagine the unimaginable,
Dr. Ressel says. How animals survive winter
sometimes simply defies logic.
Take the golden-crowned kinglet, for
example. Stripped of its feathers, it is about
the size of a little finger. Not only does it
lose heat faster than larger animals, but it

PHOTO COURTESY OF STEVE RESSEL

inter is College of the Atlantic but Dr. Ressel also shares his zeal for winter
(COA) Professor Steve Ressel’s with “lifelong learners” who visit Mount
favorite season. But that hasn’t Desert Island on the Road Scholar program,
always been the case.
formerly known as Elderhostel.
He grew up in southeastern Pennsylvania
After a presentation in October, Joan
where, he explains, the winters are, well, Fulrath of Scottsdale, Arizona, raved about
“wimpy,” compared to Maine.
“his passion, knowledge, intensity.”
Now, as the holder of the Kim M.
Wentworth Chair in Environmental Studies
“Snow reveals the gossip of
at COA in Bar Harbor, Dr. Ressel shares
his favorite aspects of winter—surprising the night,” says Dr. Ressel,
activity under the ice of a frozen pond, sharing
a sentiment of
soft afternoon light creating lengthening
shadows, and the absence of pesky insects— naturalist Edwin Way Teale.
with his students in a winter ecology class.
The age of his students is irrelevant. All
And, what better place to use as a living
soon
begin to share in Dr. Ressel’s obvious
laboratory than Acadia National Park?
enthusiasm
for the subject.
Nearly 85 percent of class time is spent
In
his
office
tucked under the eaves of
outside. With its snow-laced spruce
and fir woods, looking-glass lakes, and COA’s George B. Dorr Museum of Natural
gusty barren mountaintops, Acadia offers History, wearing jeans and hiking boots,
an environment that “seals the deal for Dr. Ressel seems almost wistful for the
outdoors as he shares the best locales for
students,” he explains.
The winter course has been part of the winter studies in Acadia. He cites the Witch
COA undergraduate curriculum since 1994, Hole Pond carriage road loop, because it

COA Professor Steve Ressel, center, talks with his Winter Ecology course students during a field trip in Acadia National Park.
Friends of Acadia Journal
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Winter classroom, continued
eats insects, not seeds. Yet, it survives winter
when insects disappear.
A winter adaptation of another
nonmigratory bird, the black-capped
chickadee, is similarly unimaginable. In
the fall, its hippocampus, the area of the
brain responsible for spatial recognition
and short-term memory, increases in size—
helping the chickadee to remember where
it has hidden seeds. The same increase in
brain size is true of some small mammals.
Mice, voles, and shrews also have
specialized tissue on their backs that
throws off metabolic heat. It also increases
in the fall and diminishes in the spring,
notes Dr. Ressel.
As a zoologist specializing in comparative
animal physiology, Dr. Ressel is fascinated
with such changes, as well as the behavioral
adaptations animals make in colder weather.
For example, follow the tracks of whitetailed deer and then you might suddenly
see a deep depression in the snow. The
deer has made an executive decision that it
costs more energy to continue looking for
food than the energy it would get from that
food. So, it “plops” down. But note where
the deer chooses — not in areas of birch,
but in stands of more protective spruce and
fir trees, which offer sheltering boughs and
thick trunks that radiate heat.
Once such facts enter your awareness,
they change how you perceive winter.
So, how might you experience some of
the magic of winter yourself?
Dr. Ressel starts by sharing some practical
precautions. Take steps to ensure your
comfort and safety (especially if venturing
onto ice), and then brace yourself for a

profoundly fascinating world—even if you
do not see an animal during each outing. As
nature writer Margaret Renkl says, “What
lies just in front of me is not all there is.”
A key step is to separate these ecology
treks from recreational activities. Plan on
taking more time. You miss things when
“you’re whizzing by on cross-country skis or
ice skating,” Dr. Ressel warns.
Instead, put on snowshoes and embark
upon “careful, attentive observation.” Look
for tracks. Beyond identifying them, follow
the tracks to gain insight about the animal’s
activities. Did it take a sudden turn? Do the
tracks disappear and re-emerge?
Why?
Think about the subnivean zone
between the bottom of the snowpack and
the surface of the ground. It’s a valuable
retreat for mice, voles, and shrews, fleeing
both the cold and predators.
In addition to tracks, the surface of the
snow might also reveal a story about last
night’s dinner: the fish scales of a trout eaten
by a ravenous river otter or the leftovers of a
pinecone devoured like corn-on-the-cob by
a red squirrel.
“Snow reveals the gossip of the night,” says
Dr. Ressel, sharing a sentiment of naturalist
Edwin Way Teale. �

Acadia’s Winter
Classroom

LYNN FANTOM is a retired advertising
agency owner and freelance writer. She
divides her time between homes in
Somesville and New York City.
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__ RED FOX, ___ SHOWSHOE HARE, ___ WHITETAIL DEER, ___ WILD TURKEY
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__ BOBCAT, ___ COYOTE, ___ DOG, ___ GREY SQUIRREL, ___ OTTER, ___ RACCOON,

Answers found elsewhere in this issue.
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Along with other locations in
Maine, students in Professor
Steve Ressel’s Winter Ecology
class at College of the Atlantic
in Bar Harbor spend hours each
week in the living laboratory
that is Acadia National Park.
Among the images collected
during the classes are, counter
clockwise from top left, a single
snowflake on a seed, bear cubs
being studied during their
mother’s winter torpor, otter
tracks around an opening in
the ice, student shadows on a
late afternoon, and the winter
landscape atop Acadia’s Sargent
Mountain.
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ALPACA COLLECTION
44 COTTAGE ST. BAR HARBOR

TAKING PRIDE … More than 425 volunteers turned out for the 29th Annual Take Pride In Acadia Day
on Saturday, Nov. 2. They helped clear leaves and debris from more than 10 miles of carriage road ditches,
which will help prevent damage in winter and spring. To see a photo gallery and order reprints, please visit
www.friendsofacadia.SmugMug.com.

Take Pride in Acadia Day Sponsors
36 Commerce Park • Ellsworth, ME 04605
(207) 667-6000

WALLACEEVENTS.COM

- BAR HARBOR THE CAT CAME BACK
MAINE - NOVA SCOTIA
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John Williams Boat Company
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Pedego Acadia
Window Panes
Witham Family Hotels

Wild Gardens Volunteers 2019
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Lili Andrews
Pauline Angione
Gordon Beck
Stefani Berkey
Unn Boucher
Maureen Brooks
Peter Buchsbaum
Jordan Chalfant
Bonnie Clark
Claire Daniel
Liz DeLaitre
Leah Rae Donahue
Debbie Dubay
Ellen Gellerstedt
Dixie Hathaway

Julie Havener
Susan Hayward
Sandra Henderson
Barbara Hopcroft
Wendy Kearney
Barbara Knowles
Helen Koch*
Anne Kozak*
Paul Kozak
Dawn Lamendola
Sue Leiter
Jim Linnane
Jan McCarter
Larry Mobraaten
Phyllis Mobraaten

Cora Olgyay
Kathy Olson
David Opdyke
Mary Opdyke
Squizzle Plekavich
Jack Putnam
Virginia Putnam
Josselyn 		
Richards-Daniels
Alan Rosenquist
Carol Sessions
Roberta Sharp
Roberta Sprague
Charlotte Stetson*
Monica Theroux

Sari Thomas
Genie Thorndike*
Ray Turner
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*Indicates Wild
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Committee
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Wild Gardens of Acadia Plant Sale Donors
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New and Renewing
Business Members
Acadia Goldendoodles
Acadia Trail Sign Company
Acadian Boat Tours
Analemma Press
Atlantic Resource Company
Bar Harbor Garden Club
Burdick & Associates Landscape Design
Charlotte Rhoades Park & Butterfly Garden
Chilton Trust Company
Christie’s
Christmas Spirit Shop
Classic Boat Shop
Colleen Miniuk Photography and Writing
Crooked Porch Coffee Roasters
Crow Athletics
Cynthia Winings Gallery
Dawnland
Dead River Company
Downeast Windjammer Cruises
Eagle’s Lodge
Eaton Peabody
Fidelity Investments
First National Bank
Garden Club of Mount Desert
Goldman, Sachs & Company
Great Harbor Marina
Hewes & Company
James Kaiser
John Williams Boat Company
Kate & Keith Photography
Lambert Coffin, Attorneys at Law
Maine Camp Outfitters
MDI Marathon
Mira Monte Inn
Mother Bear Corporation
Santa Barbara Chocolate
Sawyer’s Specialties
Secret Gardens
Shore Path Cottage
Thirsty Whale
Trenton Bridge Lobster Pound
Witham Family Properties

We are proud to support
Friends of Acadia

Fresh Maine lobster and seafood on the pier,
or shipped to your home year round.
Boaters welcome! Tie up and refuel while you eat.
182 Clark Point Rd, Southwest Harbor
Open 11:00am - 9:00pm | bealslobster.com

LIVE LOCAL.
BANK LOCAL.
Since 1902.

Proudly serving Mount Desert
Island since 1883
bhsla.com
103 Main Street, Bar Harbor
207-288-3685
Member FDIC

Luncheon ~ Afternoon Tea ~ Dinner
Reservations 207-276-3344
www.asticou.com

Mount Desert Island’s
Premier Outfitter
48 Cottage Street, Bar Harbor (207) 288-9605

www.acadiafun.com
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www.barharbor.bank • 888-853-7100
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Compassion • Community
Improvement • Integrity
Respect • Teamwork
10 Wayman Lane • Bar Harbor, ME
207.288.5081 • www.mdihospital.org

207-288-5818
www.sothebysrealty.com
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New Donors
We are pleased to
welcome our newest
friends.
June 1, 2019 –
September 30, 2019
Anonymous
Katie and Tylee Abbott
Greg Abel
Susan Adams
Janet Adler
Catherine Alder
Roger Ameden
Dena and
Nick Amodio
Craig Anderson
Nick Anderson
Gregory Andrews
Stan Appel
Beth and
Richard Armstrong
Cindy and
Tamjeed Arshad
Molly Autery
Gail Babb
Paula and Eric Bachtell
Sarah and Tom Bajus
Anna Balas and
Sherwood Waldron Jr.
Theodora Ballas
Cynthia and
Charles Barker
Bradd Barmettler
Danielle Barnes
Mitchell Barosin
William Barrier
David Barry
Paul Batiza
Beth and Art Bauer
Anne and
Robert Baynes
Laura-Jean Beal

Custom Homes
Renovations
Cabinetry and Millwork

nelsongoodwin.com
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Nancy and
Earle Beasley
Catherine Beath
Rebecca Beaton
Michelle and
Jim Beaulier
Floyd and
Roberta Beavers
Terry Beckett
Andrew Ben-Ami
Alicia and
David Bendana
Sarah Benes
Cindi Berding
Beryl Bergen
Daphne Bermingham
Lisa Bettke
John Bewick
Diane Bieber
Andrew Binns
Jane Blau
Anne and
Walter Blessing
Amanda and
Tim Blicharz
Michael Bloom
Tammy Bloom
Patrick Blue
William B. Blundin
Dan Bock
Jake Boivin
Linda and Mike Bolduc
David Bolen
Jeff Booth
Jennifer Borda and
Willem Verwejj
Anne Bowen
Julia Bowen
Alvin Boynton
David Braccia
Colleen Brakenbury
Stephen Brassard

Dawn Brasure
Betty and Eric Brennan
Anne and
Steve Bresnahan
Matthew Brestle
Jeff Bria
William Bridwell
Amy and Jon Brier
Steven Brogan
Michele Brogunier and
Family
Eliza Brooks
Annette and
Bob Brophy
Brown Family
Kristina Brown
Laura and Doug Brown
Matthew Brown
Susan Brown
Christina and
John Bshara
Jennifer Budge
Julie Budzinski-Flores
Amy Bueide
Jill and
Gray Bujnowski
Anthony Burgess
Ken Burlew
Michael Burm
Molly Burnett and
Serge Budzyn
Karen and Troy Burns
Stefany and
John Burrell
David Burton
Jeffrey and
William Busha
Pamela Butler
John Callahan
Ann Camden
Cindy and
Garrett Cannon
Mary and Paul Carder
Kathy and
Bob Cardone
Julian Caromano
Dena Carruth
Christopher Castro
Katherine and
Jonathan Cathey
Linda and Peter
Chadwick
Krista Chaimson
Marilyn and
Marcel Chaine
David Chan
Greg Chandler
Peter Chang
Mimi Chapman
Marlene Charron
Jill Chastain-Howley
Rajni Chidambaram
Susan Christensen
Marc Christopher
Natalie Chwalisz
Joanne and
Barney Citrin
Barbara Clancy and
David Handrick
Judy and Guy Clarkson
David Clayton

Lorrie Clemo
Barbara Coats
Lynn Cochrane
Susan Cohen
Linda Coltharp
Community
Foundation for
Northeast Florida
Community
Foundation for
Northern Virginia
Community
Foundation of
Johnson County
Jonathan Conover
Maria and Max Conroy
Jodi Consoli
Diane and
Rich Conway
Kathleen Cooperman
Erin Copeland
Isabella Corlione
Mae Corrion
Elizabeth Corwin
Bill Couzens
David Craig
Kerry Crawford
Catherine Crear
Sarah Crowell
A.J. Crumbley
Jeff Cucchi
Mary and
Thomas Cullen
A. Cullinan
Christine 		
Cullinan-Gawley
Peter Curley
Kasey Cursey
Karen and
David Daigler
Matty Dalrymple and
Wade Walton
Ben Damiano
Dominique
Dashwood-Quaye
Gaetan Davis and
BJ McCollister
M. Kathy Davis
Megan Davis
Monica Davis
Aline and Henry Day
Mary Ann Deacon
Stephen DeBarje
Linda and Ron DeBlois
Kim Deltano
Diana Dennett
Sharyn and
Chris Dennis
Ian Dent
Nicole DeSimone
Aru Dhar
Karen Diehl
Jeff Difazzio
Sharron and
Dana Dillon
Ray Dionne
Sarah D’Oench
Lisa Doherty
Susan Doherty
Jane Doman
Laura Domenico
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Ron Domin
Roxanne Donovan and
Tom Scarangello
Craig Dory
Ryan Dougherty and
Alex Johnson
Susan Downer
Barbara Drazin and
David Heller
Karen Dugan
Heidi Dunn
Henry DuPre
Andrew Easton
Natalie Eberivs
Ellen Edgar
Holly Edinger
Sherri and
Michael Edwards
Tayler Egler
Julie and Ron Eldred
Helen Ellenby
Carol Elliott
Robert Elwell
Karen and Jim Emerson
Belinda and Paul Evans
Nancy and
Lamont Evans
Vikki Evers
Angela Faranda
Purla and Leon Farr
Janice Farrell
Mark Farrell
Maureen Feeney
Nadine and
Henry Feldman
Gayle Felix
Jody Ference
Donna Fernandes and
Robert Savage
Isaac Fernando
Michael Ferragamo
Andrew Filipowitz
Jonathan Finger
Karen First and
Andrew Cracknell
Nancy Fisher
Carol Fitzgerald
Jenny and Eric Flakne
Julie Flanagan
Kathleen Fleischmann
Barbara and
Timothy Flynn
Bridget Flynn and
Michael Eatough
Karen Fortus
Suze Foster
Martha Paton Foures
Kylie Fraim
Kremer Francois
Andrea and
James Freeman
Keith Friedman
Pat and Andy Friendly
Al Frye
Elizabeth Furlong
David Gallagher
Audrey Jane Gallant
Judy Gallent and
Scott Metzner
JoAnn Gannon
Jennifer Garner and
Gregory Comlish
Catherine and
Robert Gavlick
Stacy and
Mark Genereux
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Richard Geoffroy
Theo Gernegliaro
Anthony Gerson
Sandy Gervay
David Giantisco
Sarah and
Robert Giballa
Meera Gill
Helen Gilles
John Givens
Kevin Goddard
Shelby Goldberg
Joanne Gondert
Robert Gorman
Rebecca and
Richard Gorton
Janice Gould
Karen Gould and
Tim Schuettge
Irma and
Ralph Graham
Leah Graham
Karen and Todd Gray
Harry Green
Kim Green
Maureen Gregoire
Jeffrey Greif
Emily Griset and
Drew Chin
Ellen and John Groleau
Karen and
Robert Gross
Arthur Gruber
Alisha Gruntman
Joanne Guerrerio
Jose Guillem
Angela Haas
Tim Hagney
Dan Hale
Julia Hall
Kathleen Hall
Margaret and
Thomas Hall
Heidi Hambrecht
Brittany Hamilton
Steven Hammond
William Hammond
Karen and
Michael Hanrahan
David Hansen
Wendy Harnaga
Eliza and
Andrew Harner
Scott and
Donnie Harner
Linda Harris
Kate and Russ Hart
Tim Hart
Robert Haskell
Richard Haslam
Emmaline Hathaway
Deen Hatoum
Brian Hayes
Gary Haynes
Michael Haynie
Oliver Hecht
Frank Heinrich
Jordan Helin
Dean Henderson
Mary Teresa and
James Henry
Ronnie Ann and
John Herman
Jose Hernandez
Sarah Hernandez
Katherine Herold

Sue Hertrich
Jeannette Hild
Dawn and
Aaron Hinchliffe
Jane and 		
Frank Hinckley
Louis Hinckley
Melissa Hirsch
Huy Ho
Sarah Hoefle
Daniel Holman
Kim Howell
Rebecca Howell and
Jeremy Diaz
Livi and Mac Howland
Bonnie Hube
Dr. and Mrs.
Robert Humphries
Elizabeth Hunt
Irene Hunt
Tom Hunt
Darrin Hurwitz

Alexandra Hussey
Lisa and Mike Ielmini
Chris and Dan Jackson
Ellen and 		
Francis Jackson
Jessica and James Jeus
Jacqueline Johnson
Lauren Johnson
Ross Johnson
Sarah Johnson
Judith Coolidge Jones
Mary Jordan
Karen and Steven Kacp
Mike Kanarick
Padma Kandadai and
Pande Saumit
Michael Kane
Suzanne Kanz
Mark Kaplan
Sherry and
Mark Kaplan
Edward Karl

Jerry Kathan
Tom Kelleher
Theresa Keller
Sue and Greg Kelley
Suzannah and
Karl Kellner
Jim and Julie Kelly
Mary and William Kelly
Brigette Kemink
Matt Kenney
Suki Kermes and
Neil Halloran
Mark Kerner
Beth Kerrigan
Alice Kidd
Robert Kieras
Brenda and
Peter Kimble
Kari and Dan Kinsella
Doc Kirchgessner
Andrew Kirkpatrick
John Knollmaier
Sherwyn Koa
Melanie Kolek
Pam and Mark
Konopasek
Claudia Kost
Lisa Krader
Anne and
Charles Kraus
Betsy Krebs
Diane and Tim Krein
Nora Krevans
Judi Kubes
Patrick Kunkel
Joseph Kunze
Bonnie and Karl Kutz
Frances and
George Kyrtatas
Scott Lamon
Emily and
Marty Lamson
Jan Lane
Scott Lane
Judy Lang
Nancy Lanier
Susan LaPalombara

Andrea and
Michael Larkin
Lesli Latorre
Matthew Lawrence
Lynda and
Richard Layer
Jack Ledbetter
Corbin Leek
Kathleen and
Richard Leitermann
Robert Lembree
Rick Lepski
Kathy Leventhal
Jason Levins
Jason Li
Barbara and
Gregg Litchfield
Joyce and Philip Lively
Joanna Logue and
Martin Pera
Sarah Logue
Susan and
Richard Lohmann
Kathy London
Sean Long
S. Catherine Longley
Susan Ludwig
Shelly Lufkin
Katie and Jack Lyden
Will Macintosh
Brad MacRae
William Madges
Steven Maher
Maine Media Collective
Christopher Malanga
Gabriel Manchester
Bethany Mandes
Pier Mantovani
Donna and
Rich Maraglio
Nancy Marion
Mike Marsanskis
Paul Martell
Rebekah and
Brian Masterson
Isabelle Matte and
Pierre Belanger
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New Donors, continued from page 21

CLAREMONT HOTEL
For over 124 summers upholding the traditions
of hospitality and leisure on the coast of Maine.
{www.theclaremonthotel.com}
1-800-244-5036

FOA/AIMEE BEAL CHURCH

FINE DINING - COTTAGES - SUMMER HOTEL
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Melinda and
Van Matthews
Maryann and
Paul Maurer
Richard Mazza
Laura Mazzenga
Andrea McCall
Barney McClelland
Diane McCormick
Joyce McDonnell
Stephen McDuffie
Helen and
Charles McGovern
Kevin McGraw
Marcia McKeague
Mark McMillen
Dianne and
Andrew McMullan
Louise Mellon
Ryan Mendoza
Kathryn and
Paul Methot
MFO Management
Company
Emory Miller
Gary Miller
Mary Hall Miller
Christina Milloy
Diana Mills
Gail Moharter
Melissa Monroe
Stephanie Monson
Mark Montgomery
Paul Morenberg
David Moreno
Yvette Morrill
Kristie Morris
Lara Moutsas
Alden and
James Murphy
Alex Myint
Grace Nagiecka and
Gregory Spring
Nina Nalle
Mary Ann Nash
Marsha Naydich and
Alexander Kleinman
Kaye Naylor and
Constantine Patenk

Janna Neltner
Johanna Newman
Peter Nichols
Rebecca Nickerson
George Niemann
Ellen Nolan
Wesley Norton
Emily Nowack and
Brian Anziano
NPT Transatlantic
Mary Nucci and
Abe Abuchowski
Kathy Nugent
Wanda Null
Jennifer and
Tye Numelin
James O’Brien
Michael O’Brien
Shannon O’Brien
Lisa O’Connor
Bonita Oehlke and
Gary Dobkin
Off the Beaten Path
Charles Off
Dan’yet O’Halloran
Pam and
David O’Halloran
Sarah and Dan O’Keefe
Irene and
Lance Olivieri
Michael Olsson
Allison and
David Orenstein
Damian O’Rourke
John Ours
Adam Owenby
Peter Pace
Deborah Page
John Pankert
Paula Paolino
Greg Papajohn
Mary Parham
Kevin Parmaland
Thomas Parrott
Audrey Parsons
Cathy Pascoe
Amy Peacock
Susan Peirce
William Pepper

Jayne Perilstein
Sue and Frank Perras
Rebecca Perry
Martha Petersen
Phyllis and
William Peterson
Jayne Pettinga
Bruce Pfaff
Jillian Phallen and
Dimitrios Mathios
Seymour Pham
Dan Phelon
Carole Philbrook
Cathy Philipakos
Joseph Philipson
Jobe Piemme
Prasanna Pilla
Marcia Pistner
Richard Pizzi
Charles Ponsart
Suzanne Pothier
Randall Powell
Kimberly and
Joseph Pratt
Rebecca and
Douglas Pride
Marlene Priest
Cynthia Proscea
Annette Prosterman
and Louisa Witten
Barbara Prunera
Frank Pugliano
Keith Putnam
Terry Pyles
Barbara Raab
Amanda Rabinowitz
and Nathan Holt
Alawee Racine
Beth and
Thomas Rafferty
John Ralsten
Ken Rampino
Allison Rand
Kendra Rand
Sukwimar Rao
Abbie Raurell
Kim and Kyle Reay
Carolyn Reed
Lia Reed and
Tony Bohannon

Sheryl and Ben Reed
Jill Regan
Susan Reid
Sheri Resnik
Lisa Reynolds and
Lora Tamagini
Fabio Ribeiro
Elizabeth Ricci
Lisa and
Douglas Richards
Mary and John
Richardson
Joshua Rinard
Irene Risley
Dorothy and
John Ritski
Corinne Robbins
Jeanne Roberts
Matthew Roberts
Patty Robfogel
Jennifer Robinson
Renee and
Marvin Rockford
Maria Rodriguez and
Bruce Ishikawa
Katie Roeck
Kim Rohwer
Kirsten and Jeff Rollins
Kathy and
Henry Rones
Lisa Roper and
Allan Summers
Kay Stevens Rosa and
Augusto Rosa
Sharon and Kyle Ross
David Roux
Beth Rowlett
Subhra Roy
Laura Rudolph
Matthew Sabol
Susan Sakharov
Allison Sanborn
Chris Sanborn
Lori and
Patrick Sandefur
Joan Sarles and
Robert Herold
Chris Schaub
Art Schelling
Cameron Schidlmeier
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Annette Schieffelin
Erin Schmidt
Thomas Schmidt
Michele Schnitzer
Megan and
Peter Schnitzler
Meredith and
Richard Schoebel
Elizabeth Schran
Cheryl and
Alan Schriber
Steve Schwartz
Alison Sclater and
Jonathan Dixon
June Scranton
Seaside United Church
Nancy Seus and
Suzanne Wilcox
Marci Shames-Yeakel
Susan and
Peter Sherlock
Dorri Sherrill
Melody Shoemaker
Eric Short
David Shortell
Dave Shove
Pamela Shuman
Philip Shutler
Jon Sibert
Minerva Casanas Simon
Karen Simmons
Corrie and Todd Singer
Robert Sinnott
Desiree Sirois
Dean Skelley
Raymond Small
Deborah Smead
Darrell Smith
Elizabeth Smith
Jeffrey Smith
Douglas Snowman
Shannon and
Steve Snurkowski
Paula and 		
Gerald Sokolow
Rachel Songer

Sudi and
Michael Southall
Jennifer SpadanoGasbarro and
Brian Gasbarro
Erica Sparkler
Jean and
Charlie Spears
Rebecca and
Gary Spencer
Sharon Spickler
Kris and Eric Staley
Jennifer Standley
Lorrie and
George Stapleton
Robert Stavins
Sheldon Stein
Christine Stelling
Tara Stemporzewski
David Stern
Albert Stewart
Jeanne and Jay Stewart
Kathryn Stewart
Lara Stewart
Beth Stimpson
Ashlie Straka
Ted Strelez
Sylvia Strumpf
William Stuart
Carol Stulberg
Rebekah Sturges
Monica Styron
Ariele and
Jeffrey Sullivan
Brent Sullivan
Nancy and Andy Sutter
Dave Sutton
Julee Swanson
Todd Swanson
Catharine Sweeney
and Eric Bruner
Betsy Talbot
Daniel Taroli
Kathleen Taroli
Elizabeth Tarr
Elisa Taub
Lori and Michael Tavis

Daniel Taylor
Gabriel Taylor
Joan and Miles Teach
Barbara Tedesco
Richard Testa
Mark Thierfelder
Dessie and
S.R. Thomas
Carol and
Russell Thompson
Tamara and
Michael Thompson
John Tillson
Suzanne Tinsley and
James Cohen
Jennifer and
Jonathan Todd
Mary Ellen and
Gerald Tovatt
Ian Tracy
Faye Tresvik
David Truscello
Trust Company
of Vermont
Stephen Tsoucaris
Solomon Turkel
Dominic Umek
Erik Vadeika
Isabel Valdina
Kathy and
Joseph Vallera
Todd van Stolik-Riley
Henry Vandewater
Donna Vincent
Laura and
Michael Virostho
Visiting Gardens
Commitee
Tina Marie Vogel
Kate and Brad Vogt
Cheryl Vosburg
Steven Votey
Ingrid and
Jerome Wach
Bryce Wagner
Joan Walker
Joanellen Walker

Belinda and
Michael Wallner
Mike Wang
Maria Watson
Mary Watson
Orrwell and
Alana Watterson
Peter Webber
Charlotte Wentworth
Frances Wentworth
Nathan Werner
Jon Wetsig
Kim and Phillip White
Ruth White
Mr. and Mrs.
William S. White
Marcia and
Meg Whitehead
Susan Whitelocks
Linda Wilcox
Leslie Wileman
Phoebe Williams
Donald F. Wilson*
Jamie Winders
Jeffrey Wisch
Susan and
Joe Wisnewski
Elise and 		
Oliver Wolcott
Steve Woolley
William Wooster
Ann Worrick
Thomas Worth
Jennifer and
Corey Wright
Lori Wright
Sherri Wright
Ken Wynne
Bobby Xhilone
Patty and Rad Yates
Kathryn Zainea
Alisa and Matt Zalosh
Tanya Zan
Michael Zanchelli

NONPROFIT RESEARCH
FOR MAINE AND THE WORLD.

At JAX,

CURES
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DNA.

*Deceased

VISIT US AT
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Updates

Ranger Michael Marion talks about the history of Baker Island in Acadia National Park while leading a tour. Friends of Acadia has provided funds to help preserve the island’s
historic structures.

In 2017, patrons at the Friends of Acadia
Benefit collectively donated more than
$240,000 to renovate Acadia’s historic
structures, including the park’s buildings on
Baker Island. The Baker Island Light served
as a beacon marking the southern entrance
to Frenchman Bay. The historic structures on
the island date mostly from the mid- to late1800’s and have been closed to the public
due to hazardous materials and conditions.
Great strides were made this year by
the park service toward protecting the
historical integrity of these structures
and making them safer for the public to
enjoy. Friends of Acadia’s funding was
used to assess the presence of hazardous
materials, including lead paint, asbestos,
and universal waste such as petroleum
products and mercury switches.
Licensed contractors removed asbestos
roof shingles from the oil shed, enabling
the park service to repair the leaking roof
with cedar shingles and prevent further
degradation. Asbestos was also found in the
keeper’s house in floor tiles, pipe insulation,
and the stove thimble. A treatment or
removal plan has not yet been decided.
Friends of Acadia has also contributed
$34,242 toward detailed drawings and

24 Winter 2019

a conditions assessment report of the
lighthouse tower, the keeper’s house, the
oil shed, and the fuel house. This funding
leveraged $28,000 in federal contributions
from Acadia’s entrance fees. The National
Park Service’s Historic Preservation Training
Center will be working through February
2020 to document the conditions of the
facilities and prepare recommendations for
treatment and future uses for each building.
The report will serve as the roadmap for
future stabilization and restoration.

Maya Sosland, a graduate of Oberlin College
with degrees in Environmental Studies
and Politics, joined the staff in June as the

Advocacy Efforts Bolstered
Friends of Acadia’s 2018-2023 strategic
plan includes emphasis on advocacy and
communication as tools to help FOA
reach a broader audience and achieve the
organization’s objectives. Those include
protecting natural resources, improving
the visitor experience, raising awareness
about park funding needs, and engaging
young people.
In 2019, FOA launched a new seasonal
position, the Advocacy Assistant, to
research and write a variety of briefing
statements on topics such as climate change
at Acadia, invasive plants, air quality,
deferred maintenance, and contracting and
expenditure of fee money.

FOA/JULIA WALKER THOMAS

Historic Rehab

Maya Sosland

Advocacy Assistant. After a brief orientation,
Sosland combed the literature and met with
park staff on assigned topics. She developed a
general format for issue briefings that includes
a summary, documentation of what is known
continued on page 27
Friends of Acadia Journal

In-Kind
June 1, 2019 – September 30, 2019

Anonymous (2)
A.C. Parsons Landscaping and Garden Center
Acadia Trail Sign Company
Lili Andrews and Gordon Beck
Archive Reporting and Captioning
Atlantic Landscape Construction
Bahner Farm
Bar Harbor Inn
Beal’s Lobster Pier
Kathy and Joe Bonaventura
Ruth and Tristram Colket
Cottage Flowers
Claire Daniel
Dublin Gardens
Fernwood Nursery & Gardens
Frost Farms
Gallery at Somes Sound
Penny Grover
Hannaford Supermarkets
Home Depot of Ellsworth
Islandscaping Garden Center
J & P’s Farm Market
Helen and Philip Koch
Anne Kozak
Land & Garden Preserve
Geneva and Kevin Langley
Machias Savings Bank
Maine Coastal Flight Center
Janet Meryweather
Miller Gardens
Phyllis and Larry Mobraaten
Morgan Lewis
Cora Olgyay and Alan Rosenquist
Oli’s Trolley
Mary and David Opdyke
Marlene Priest
Susan and Steven Raab
Ponzi and Dana Reed
Salsbury Hardware
Simons Hancock Farm
Ann Smith
Mr. and Mrs. W. Alan Sprague
St. Saviour’s Episcopal Church
Charlotte Stetson and Lesley Straley
Robin Strauss
Sunflower Gardens and Greenhouses
Rowena and Raymond Turner

QUIZ ANSWERS
1 - WHITETAIL DEER

Hale & Hamlin, LLC
Attorneys at Law

Barry K. Mills • Melissa M. Hale
Justin M. Bennett • Sally N. Mills
Zachary McNally
4 State Street • Ellsworth, ME 04605
207.667.2561 • FAX 207.667.8790

www.halehamlin.com

coplonassociates.com

207.288.4122 | Bar Harbor, Maine

■ CLASSIC
T�� N��� L���� �� S������

classic styles, comfortable living…

window
panes
■ HOME & GARDEN

www.windowpanesmdi.com
207 288 9550 n 166 Main Street, Bar Harbor

Story Litchﬁeld
slitchﬁeld@landvest.com
207-276-3840

Represen�ng unique proper�es
for buyers and sellers

www.landvest.com
4A Tracy Road, Northeast Harbor, ME

Classic Maine Dining.
Fresh Fish, Hand-cut Steaks
Lunch, Dinner, and Cocktails
Open April–November

CONTEMPORARY ART
1112 Main Street | Somesville, Maine
www.galleryatsomessound.com | 207.244.1165

17 Main Street
Bar Harbor • 207-288-9706
(just up from the town pier)
galynsbarharbor.com

Galyn’s
Since 1986

Hannaford Supermarket
86 Cottage Street, Bar Harbor

2 - RED FOX
3 - WILD TURKEY
4 - OTTER
5 - DOG
6 - COYOTE
7 - GREY SQUIRREL
8 - RACCOON
9 - BOBCAT
10 - SHOWSHOE HARE
Friends of Acadia Journal

207 664 0 091
burdickassociates.com
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NEW TRAILBLAZER
MEMBERS
June 1, 2019 – September 30, 2019
Carol and
Lano Balulescu
William Bridwell
Reverend and
Mrs. Laurence Byrne
John Callahan
Katherine and
Jonathan Cathey
Marlene Charron
Bill Couzens
Holly Edinger
Amy and Bryan Gallant
Audrey Gallant
Richard Geoffroy
Dean Henderson
Ann and
David Kedrowski
Mary and William Kelly
Nan and
Robert Keohane
Diana Kerr
Rick Lepski
Cari and Chris Lyford
Bethany Mandes

Ben Mayes
Kathryn Mienheartt
Gary Miller
Janna Neltner
Mary Nucci and
Abe Abuchowski
Shannon O’Brien
Thomas Parrott
Cathy Philipakos
Lisa Reynolds and
Lora Tamagini
Irene Risley
Allison Sanborn
Cameron Schidlmeier
Sandra Smallidge
Jeffrey Smith
Lynn Tanoue and
Lawrence Young
Diana and Gary
van Middlesworth
Susan and
Joe Wisnewski
Sherri Wright

ACADIA WINTER
TRAILS VOLUNTEERS

LSR_FriendsAcadia_2.25x1.9_021018.qxp_Layout 1

Insurance for MDI
Families and Businesses
Since 1932
339 Main Street, Southwest Harbor

LSRIns.com | (207)244 -7246
Real Estate Sales & Vacation Rentals
Since 1898

Warm Your
Home and Hearth

View all of our listings at

www.KnowlesCo.com

x

1 Summit Road, Northeast Harbor | 207-276-3322

Eastern Maine’s largest
selection of wood, Gas and Pellet
stoves and Fireplaces

Gordon Beck
Brett Binns
Dave Edson
Mark Fernald
Rob Gaynor
Matt Gerrish
Phil Lichtenstein
Stephen Linscott

Leroy Muise
Craig Roebuck
Jeff Roseberry
Zach Soares
Zach Steele
Mia Thompson
Adam Wales

Outdoor Classroom
continued from page 3
the training held in August where teachers
practiced their new curricula in the field. As
this model is refined, the group plans to share
their work with other school systems looking
to coordinate efforts.
Looking ahead, the collaboratory will
continue its innovative work. Grant reports
will be gathered and shared, staff will continue
supporting Maine schools within the network,
and new grants will be awarded. As outdoor
classroom projects take shape, participants are
continuously sharing their appreciation.
Friends of Acadia is pleased to assist
this critical youth work, supported by our
considerate members and donors who care so
deeply for Acadia and its future. �
PAIGE STEELE is Friends of Acadia’s
conservation projects manager.

Ellsworth- 403 high st., 667-4122
BrEwEr- 603 wilson st., 989-0077

www.mainestoves.com
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Updates
continued from page 24
about the topic in Acadia, and information on
how citizens or decision-makers can help.
Sosland’s work on deferred maintenance at
Acadia was shared with Congressman Roger
Marshall (KS-01) on his July visit to the park.
Her research on barriers to efficient contracting
and expenditure of fee revenues in national
parks was also shared by FOA President David
MacDonald at the fall 2019 Friends Alliance
meeting, eliciting a positive response from
colleagues across the country.
“Maya’s documents will be available for
FOA to use and update as conditions change,”
said Stephanie Clement, FOA Conservation
Director. “She took special care in ensuring
that all statements were backed by citations,
which is very important when discussing
topics such as the effects of climate change
at Acadia.” Sosland also participated with
federal, state, and local officials in several
press events, such as the celebration of the
Island Explorer’s 20th anniversary and a
deferred maintenance information session
with Congressman Jared Golden (ME-02).
She monitored Congressional hearings on
national park issues, witnessed how local
planning boards deal with controversial
subjects, attended meetings of the FOA
Advocacy Committee and Board of Directors,
and participated by phone in meetings of the
National Parks 2nd Century Action Coalition.

A Classic Bar Harbor Hotel

Openings may be available on the
Acadia Digital Media Team, Acadia Youth
Conservation Corps, Stewardship Crew,
and Summit Stewards, and for a Recreation
Technician and a Wild Gardens Intern. These
teams work in the park and are supervised by
park staff.
Check the employment opportunities
section of the FOA website.

Enjoy our on-site Eden Spa,
Looking Glass Restaurant
& Great Room Piano Lounge.
90 Eden Street | (207) 288-3348

www.barharborhotel.com

Zoellick Honored

D

Friends of Acadia Board Member and
Schoodic Institute Director of Education
Research Emeritus Bill Zoellick received
the 2019 Acadia Partners Award in
September.
The staff of Acadia National Park
selected Zoellick for his vision and
dedication in the development of
Schoodic Institute, the nonprofit science
and education organization that works
with the National Park Service to lead
the Research Learning Center on the
Schoodic Peninsula.
“Bill has been involved with Schoodic
Institute since its inception,” said Acadia
National Park Superintendent Kevin
Schneider. “Through that time, he has filled
numerous roles, most notably building
an education research program that has

Thunder Hole
Cadillac Mountain
Jordan Pond House

AWNLAND
Offering fresh and high quality
Extra Virgin Olive Oil and Balsamic Vinegars

Come in and taste for yourself!

8 Rodick Place • Bar Harbor
503 Main Street • Rockland
88 Main Street • Freeport
90 Maine Street • Brunswick
At the Vault • Lewiston
At Tiller & Rye • Brewer
OPEN YEAR ROUND

www.facebook.com
/FIOREoliveoils

www.FIOREoliveoils.com
WE SHIP!
Maine’s 2013 Woman-Owned
Business of the Year

continued on page 28

AWTA Gears Up

FOA/EARL BRECHLIN

Get your skis ready!
The Acadia Winter Trails Association
volunteer groomers are gearing up
for the 2020 winter season. The new
snowmobile will be trail-ready when the
snow base allows grooming. Friends of
Acadia and Acadia National Park staff will
continue volunteer training and program
improvements in the upcoming season,
such as improved communications and
preservation of grooming efforts through
suggested travel lanes for skiers, walkers,
and snowshoers.

Seasonal Openings
Looking for a meaningful paid internship
in Acadia National Park?
Friends of Acadia will be posting our
seasonal positions for 2020 in late December.
Friends of Acadia Journal

Friends of Acadia Board Member and Schoodic Institute
Director of Education Research Emeritus Bill Zoellick
received the 2019 Acadia Partners Award in September.
Winter 2019
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Honorary FOA Trustee dies at 85
Long-time Friends of Acadia Honorary
Trustee and retired NBC newsman Jack
Perkins passed away at his home on Casey
Key in Florida on Aug. 19 at the age of 85.
After retiring from corporate journalism
in 1984, Perkins and his wife MaryJo
moved to Bar Harbor, eventually building
an off-grid house “Moosewood” on Bar
Island on property surrounded by Acadia
National Park.
In 2003 the couple sold “Moosewood” to
the park. The house and small outbuildings
were later torn down to allow the island to
return to its natural state.
While in Maine, Perkins, who worked
in retirement for the History Channel and
Jeff Dobbs Productions, also expanded his
artistic repertoire. He published the softcover
“Parasols of Fern, A Book about Wonder” and
later a coffee-table book of his large-format,
black and white photographs of Acadia
coupled with original poetry. “Acadia Visions
and Verse” remains in print.
Perkins’ embrace of literary pursuits also

Jack Perkins
extended to Friends of Acadia when he
made a generous grant to help subsidize
the publication of photographer Tom
Blagden’s coffee-table book “First Light,
Acadia National Park and Maine’s Mount
Desert Island.”
The cause of death was complications
from Parkinson’s Disease. �

FOA/STEPHANIE CLEMENT

benefited local and statewide communities
and is also nationally known.”
Schneider cited Zoellick’s work with
the Dragonfly Mercury Project, a citizenscience program that has now run in more
than 100 national parks, and Community
Shellfish Investigations with students
at Sumner High School, local clammers
and shellfish managers, to test methods
to reduce predation of clams by invasive
green crabs.
As a member of the FOA Board, Zoellick
has been instrumental in development
of the Wild Acadia initiative. “Thanks
to Bill’s dedication and vision, Acadia
National Park and Schoodic Institute
have become a hub for communitybased science—science that engages
learners of all ages and addresses critical
environmental challenges,” said Schoodic
Institute Interim President and CEO
Nicholas Fisichelli.
“Being recognized by the team at Acadia
National Park is deeply meaningful to
me,” said Zoellick. “Being able to return
to working with educators and young
people after 30 years of doing other things
has been really special.”
The Acadia Partners Award is presented

to any partner (group, organization
or individual) who shows exceptional
dedication and support to the park’s
mission, making a significant contribution
to Acadia, its resources, or for its visitors,
employees, researchers or volunteers.

PERKINS FAMILY

Updates

SUMMER SESSION AT SCHOODIC…Friends of Acadia’s Board, along with staff members, took a ferry across the bay in August for a meeting
at the Schoodic Institute. The excursion included a tour of Acadia National Park’s new campground at Schoodic, as well as a joint lunch with
members of the Institute’s Board of Directors. Discussions centered on areas of possible collaboration and on ways for FOA to partner with SI
on implementing key elements of the park’s priorities. Above, FOA board members and staff, fresh off the Island Explorer shuttle bus, pose near
the Institute’s main entrance.
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IN MEMORIAM
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We gratefully acknowledge gifts received in memory of:

Gerry and Bill Albert
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Dr. Philip Laurence
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Alan C. Bromley
Dorothy and
John Brooks
Dorothy Ann Bruce
Anna Buck
Aileen, Charles and
Beth Bybee
David Caswell
Aimee Beal Church
Muriel and
Roland Clement
Barbara Cleaves
“Bobbie” Cole
Louise Courtney
Mrs. Erla Cox
T.A. Cox
Muriel and Arlon Day
Raymond A. Dietz Jr.
Jacqueline Dimmock
George B. Dorr
Robert C. Dunbar
Chuck Dunlap
Janet L. Edie
AJ Emmett
William Earl Farver
Octavio Filipe
Heather Fowler

Richard Frost
Constance Chadwick
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Michael T. Goff
Aurele Goguen
Kevin Goss
Leslie B. Gray
Evelyne S. Hale
Jerry Head
Heidi Hershberger
James M. Hickey
Donald Higgins
John Philip Hoche
Paul T. Holler
Ella Lorraine Hoover
Susan McInnes
Howard
Doreen Hughes
Andrea IannuzziDrennan
Barney Johnston
Senthil Kathiresan
Ralph Kelley
Daniel Kenney
Ray Kidd
Anita King
Arthur F. “Artie” King
Jr.
Eric Kohr
Fay Kruener
Thomas Lamon
John F. Lang
Richard “Rick”
LaPorte
Douglas Leland
Karen Lenquist
Robert Lindemann
Catherine Lowery
Harold MacQuinn
Michael B. Manhanke
Catherine C. Marroy

CLEAN AND GREEN…Two longtime Friends of Acadia Membership
Table volunteers, Barbara Loveland
and Pam Bowie, noticed last spring
that the medians in the parking lot
at Acadia National Park’s Hulls Cove
Visitor Center had a lot of patches
of weeds and dead vegetation. An
ad hoc group of people came to be
known as the “wacky weeders.”
Participants included some who
volunteer for FOA and members
of the Bar Harbor Garden Club.
Volunteers noted that several park
visitors thanked them for doing the
cleanup and that “our work doesn’t
go unnoticed.”
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New Directors

BE A TRAILBLAZER
WITH A
MONTHLY GIFT

F

riends of Acadia’s Trailblazer
Monthly Giving program
spreads your membership gifts
throughout the year, using a credit
card. Trailblazer gifts go farther,
saving paper and postage costs by
avoiding renewal requests. Gifts
are processed on the ﬁrst business
day of each month, beginning
the month after you sign up. Each
January we’ll mail you a letter
acknowledging your total gift for
the past year, with our thanks for
your help in protecting Acadia—all
year long.

T

o be a Trailblazer, just go to
friendsofacadia.org/givingmembership/monthly-giving and
click on the “Give Now” button.
After designating the amount you
would like to donate each month,
select “Make this a monthly gift.”
You can change the amount of
your gift or opt out of the program
at any time.

For information,
For information,
contact Friends of Acadia
contact Development Ofﬁcer
Development Office at 207-288-3340

Sharon Broom at 207-288-3340 or
orsharon@friendsofacadia.org
membership@friendsofacadia.org
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Julie Banzhaf Stone

David Katona

Julie Banzhaf Stone first came to Mount
Desert Island in 1989 while dating her
husband, Steve. She holds a B.A. in
German and History from Macalester
College, an M.A.L.D. from the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy at
Tufts University, and a Certificate of
Nonprofit Management from Georgetown
University’s McCourt School of Public
Policy. She was a Fulbright Scholar at the
University of Hamburg in Germany.

David Katona grew up in Bar Harbor on
Mount Desert Island, enjoying Acadia
National Park as his expansive backyard
for many years. A graduate of Bates
College, he lives in Manhattan with his
wife Laura (Clark) and daughter Allie.

As director of programs for The Hitachi
Foundation, she was responsible for the
development and implementation of all
foundation strategies and programs. In
more recent years, Julie has engaged in
intensive pro bono strategic advisory
activities with a wide variety of
organizations in Washington, DC, and
with Friends of Acadia and the Jackson
Lab in Maine.

Prior to Jefferies, Katona was a Partner
at Abundance Partners and co-founder of
Spruce Point Capital Management, both
New York City-based investment firms.

Banzhaf Stone divides her time between
Washington, DC and Hulls Cove on MDI.
Her husband and children, Emily and
Sam, are all graduates of Bates.

Katona is currently at Jefferies LLC and a
member of the firm’s Capital Intelligence
team where he advises alternative
investment managers on their industry
positioning and capital raising strategies.

A talented musician and avid tennis
player, Katona is also a co-founder
of
biotechnology
firm
Nanocare
Technologies. He is also involved with
several other non-profits including The
River Fund in New York and Sedona
Sheperd in New Jersey.

Transportation Plan, continued from page 14
And finally, the park is also stepping up
“It’s a fluid process,” says Kelly, referring
its outreach efforts to educate the public on to the adaptive management approach
what to expect as reservations begin to go the park is taking. “It’s a learning process
live in 2021.
for sure.” �
According to Kelly, park visitors shouldn’t
see too much change next year. “We won’t EARL BRECHLIN is Friends of Acadia’s
be implementing full programs in 2020,” communications director.
Kelly explains. “Maybe there will be some
test runs.”
Friends of Acadia Journal

Chair’s Letter

Challenges and Unanticipated Joys
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ust like that, 2019 is drawing to a close.
Reflecting over another terrific year for
Friends of Acadia, some special events
and milestones—and even some
challenges—are worth highlighting.
The partial government shutdown
provided a rocky start to the beginning of the
year, yet the park staff ultimately managed to
get Acadia up and running smoothly for the
season. Thanks to the widespread support
from the local communities, along with the
professionalism of the skeleton crew of park
staff, operations continued during the difficult
35 days of Acadia being closed.
Thanks also goes to the communication
efforts by FOA—our regular updates during
that difficult time had an estimated reach of
1.1 million people.
The much-anticipated summer season
started with headlines about park congestion.
On July 5, the park hit an all-time record for
visitation. Numerous road and facility closures
were needed, multiple rescues occurred, and
dispatchers were swamped with calls.
FOA’s Summit Stewards helped manage
three closures to vehicles on the summit on
Cadillac and assisted in three simultaneous
rescues. We were just one among many local
and state partners assisting the park during
the unprecedented weekend.
A better visitor experience is a key pillar
of FOA. As the much-anticipated Acadia
Transportation Plan is implemented, it is
projected that scenarios like this should occur
less frequently.
One extremely successful and exciting
event that took place in August was the 30th
Benefit Auction, where more than 500 friends
gathered. Some 87 individuals raised their
paddles to collectively contribute $318,800 to
restore Acadia’s historic carriage road bridges.
Acadia has been several years behind in its
effort to restore these bridges and did not have
a dedicated funding source.
The work that FOA donors made possible
includes re-pointing, re-bedding, and
replacing granite where stones and masonry
have been dislodged, repairing concrete and
mortar, and removal of efflorescence.

We are all thankful for the tremendous
generosity of those who raised their paddles
and those who supported us in so many ways
that evening.
In September came an order from the
Secretary of the Interior about a new policy
allowing e-bikes on federal lands.
FOA received both pro and con comments
from our membership and the general public.
We had many concerns about allowing e-bikes
on the carriage roads such as increased user
conflicts and worries that a precedent might
be set for allowing other motorized uses on
the carriage roads. The potential for negative
resource protection impacts is real.
The new e-bike policy, which allows
only class 1 (pedal assist only) bikes in
Acadia, has prompted FOA and park staff
to renew conversations about reinstating the
monitoring of the carriage road usage, as well
as implementing an expanded carriage road
etiquette campaign. Being courteous and
respectful of all park visitors looking to enjoy
the solitude and beauty of this natural and
cultural treasure is essential
At the end of summer, I attended the
Friends Alliance conference in Jackson,
Wyoming, hosted by our park partner friends
at Grand Teton. Our own FOA President,
David MacDonald has recently taken on the
important role as President of the Friend’s
Alliance Steering Committee.
The Alliance brings together groups from
throughout the country. I got to see both

Grand Teton and Yellowstone national
parks for the first time. I remain in awe of
the abundant, up-close wildlife sightings,
the massive scale of the landscape, and
the biological and geographical diversity
including geysers, geothermal features,
cascading waterfalls, jagged peaks, subalpine
forest, and megafauna such as elk and bison.
Three park rangers I spoke with mentioned
that they were applying to Acadia next
summer. They explained that “everyone”
wants to work in Acadia!
Their questions about staff accommodations
here reminded me of the critical issue of
housing on Mount Desert Island and creative
ways FOA could be of assistance.
Also attending were National Park Service
Acting Deputy Director of Operations David
Vela and National Park Foundation CEO
Will Shafroth. Their informative remarks
focused on educating the friends community
about how best to modernize facilities and
accommodate park visitors.
While I loved visiting Grand Teton and
Yellowstone, it is always great to be back
in Acadia.
I look forward to working with the
FOA Board and partners at Acadia in the
coming year. Some long-term goals include
broadening relationships with corporations,
growing our planned giving program,
and aiding in the implementation of the
transportation plan. Always at the core of our
work is continuing to build trust and support
with our members, donors, volunteers, and
park partners.
Much like a robust hike in Acadia, or
a trip to another park, there will always be
challenges along with unanticipated joys.
Thank you for being a friend to Acadia and
my deepest appreciation to those dedicated
volunteers who committed more than 14,000
hours in 2019.
In Gratitude,

—Anne B. Green
Winter 2019
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Special Person

Sharon Broom, Development Officer
By Earl Brechlin
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riends of Acadia will be bidding adieu
to a much-loved staff member as of
January 1.
Development Officer Sharon Broom,
who coordinates FOA’s Annual Fund,
membership, and Business Member
programs, announced her retirement earlier
this fall after 13 years of service.
“My time with FOA has been an incredible
opportunity. I can’t begin to explain what it is
like to work with a staff of such high-caliber
people,” she says. “I’m looking forward
to exploring the possibilities of complete
idleness,” she adds with a laugh.
Anyone who knows or who has worked
with Sharon understands that humor.
She has worked tirelessly strengthening
the FOA Annual Fund and expanding
membership. Since she joined the staff in
2006, membership has grown from around
3,000 people to nearly 5,000.
Much of this growth has come from the
membership table program created by Sharon
in 2007. Volunteers greet park visitors at the
Jordan Pond House throughout the summer
and talk to them about FOA’s mission,
programs, and events. It draws between 500
and 600 new members each year.
She also developed the office volunteer
program, coordinated the silent auction
volunteers for the annual Benefit, and wrote
grant proposals.
A native of Tennessee, Sharon and her
husband Dick, a widely respected reporter
for the Mount Desert Islander, came to Mount
Desert Island in 1999 from North Carolina
when she was hired by the Abbe Museum.
“It just felt like it was meant to be,” she
explains.
After seven years, she joined FOA. There
were eight full-time, year-round people in
the office. When she leaves at the end of
December, there will be a total of 16.
“I will miss my co-workers, but most of
all, I will miss the volunteers,” says Sharon.
“We have a fabulous core group of
volunteers who are deeply committed to
helping Acadia and FOA,” she explains.

Sharon Broom

“They love Acadia and many of them have
been volunteering for decades. They see it
as a great way to give back to a place that
means so much to them. They have really
become like family.”
Sharon’s affection for her co-workers and
volunteers has been returned in spades.
“It’s been such a pleasure working with
you,” wrote membership table volunteer
Georgia Munsell in a recent note. “Whether
offering encouragement, suggestions for
improvement or just generally being a
cheerful booster, you have inspired us all.”
Those sentiments are echoed by FOA’s
Director of Development, Lisa Horsch Clark.
“Sharon revolutionized the way we recruit,
inspire, and employ volunteers in our
workplace,” she says.
“The greatest example is when she established the Friends of Acadia membership table program,” Horsch Clark says. “She is well
organized and beloved by the volunteers. All
the volunteers and the staff of Friends of Acadia will miss Sharon greatly.”
According to Sharon, FOA’s positive impact
on the park and surrounding communities
has grown over the years. “Friends of Acadia
is much more well-known now,” she says,
citing community outreach, a strong internet
presence, and popular social media activities.

Sharon says Friends of Acadia has made
progress in demonstrating that development
efforts are not just about wealthy donors, but
about building relationships with people in
every walk of life. “Over the years, FOA has
placed an increased emphasis on engaging
people of all backgrounds with events,
programs, and volunteer opportunities,”
she says. “We really are a more integral part
of the community now. Our supporters
include a nice mix of residents, folks who
have retired here, regular visitors, and public
and private groups.”
According to FOA President David
MacDonald, Sharon’s impact on the
organization transcends merely doing an
exemplary job.
“Sharon’s gracious approach to her work
has earned her many fans and brought FOA
many supporters over the years,” he says.
“Her love for the park and her concern
for each individual with whom she comes
in contact, whether a member, volunteer, or
co-worker, has truly helped to define FOA as
an organization.
“We all will miss her. But we know that no
one is more deserving of a happy retirement
to pursue her many other talents and
interests.”
In retirement, Sharon will continue to
pursue her cottage industry making artisan
jewelry and is contemplating doing some
volunteering of her own.
She also wants to discover more about
Maine. “I’d like to take more time to explore
craft sale venues up and down the coast,”
she explains.
Ultimately, any conversation about
her career at FOA or its encore comes
back around to Sharon’s appreciation for
volunteers. “I have been honored to work
with them,” she says. “They have truly been
inspirational.” �
EARL BRECHLIN is Friends of Acadia’s
communications director.
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GIVE THE GIFT of satisfaction in knowing that membership in Friends of Acadia helps
to preserve and protect Acadia National Park for current and future generations!
friendsofacadia . org / give - gift - membership
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It’s never too soon to start taking pride in Acadia as this young volunteer at this year’s Take Pride in Acadia Day on November 2 demonstrates. To see a photo
gallery and order reprints please visit www.friendsofacadia.SmugMug.com.

Mission
Friends of Acadia preserves, protects, and promotes stewardship of the outstanding natural beauty, ecological vitality,
and distinctive cultural resources of Acadia National Park and surrounding communities for the inspiration
and enjoyment of current and future generations.
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Friends of Acadia preserves, protects, and promotes stewardship of the outstanding natural beauty, ecological vitality,
and distinctive cultural resources of Acadia National Park and surrounding communities for the inspiration
and enjoyment of current and future generations.

Tom Blagden

Tom Blagden
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